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)eer 

Lnclosee 	sneer of c la Ater to eiLceee. 	4n -'e not neerd from 
him since ee acknowle.igen recei-t 	eee benk. i de not 'enow ais opinion ol' it. 
For some reason de did not errenge with Bentem to return it to Lim le, the event 
tuey reach'd a negative decision, %veleta et I.wet sloes things down. Bantam made 
a policy dccesiln E,eeinst sech writ:tee As mine in 1965. In adlition, this book 
had slraudy bsfn submitted by a friend who has a friend who is sn editor *here. 
7eich reminds me:If you have copies of tiny of the limiter: eeitions and have 
finished eith teem, I do nePd them. When you sr' here will be time enough. 

Your mniling of tee eVitions on frazier end Anal arrived yesterday. 
Ia had the first two pages, en Frozior, if you need teem. 	 eleht it 
not be good to winder bow it is that of all the "ienertiel" exesrts in the 
country he ,vas selected, ene n turns let to 	tae kind of eeeart we° is setisfied 
not to do his ewn, iaeartinl seas: For exemele, had ea coriectien.i,  D.L' friendships 
1tb those involver'', like Frazier, we! he indebted to the FBI, etc? 

I also hove your 5/5/39 letter to John wits: your 1tter of tact date. 
I bave much the same opinion of Joy. Rewever, he did mcke certain interesting 
observations lone age, la 1966, eben 11.4 first raised these iuestioes with me. he 
see tee first Up note Cis leternl anal e of the so-celled non-fotA. ract. Be inter- 
satingeto sea if hatchereliury end 	ederess the po'at of the seruerce, for from 
the testimony 1 became suspicious of this erd tbe absence of markings on the brass. 
,1.1nrieghem may be, ss you eut it "in the cle,,r" on this but not on other tnings, as 
I'll explain when you ere here, including the spectrographic onelysis. 

If 1 didn't tell you, thr renee officer here sire hee 7extern emme. He has 
been givine it away to friends as souvenirs. 

I've heard nothing further from 	So, I de not thn7 *:11,-.7: the deadline is 
on filing e response to the g- vernment. I bet:Yen it, htve much done, but laid it aside 
because of the medical necessity ef getting somevigorouseexercise. I spend pert 
ref each day doing this. '.7ith nil still workine, 	heveis the dey-to-day things to do 
and that means there is little time for thoe things I wbat to de. In a short while, 
however, I'll be sble to get beck to tee edditions to ;DUI. I'm ewuitine the outcome 
of the new hay proceedingi, zaich is now close. 

en torte, 
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Harold: 
I have much to say and little time, so please excuse

 haste. 

Thitney Joy: Read his stuff with caution, for he doe
s not 

understand all the he talks about. He wrote- to me xiirick after I sent 

him my piece on the xm scope sight. Some of what he 
says is idiotic. 

The main problem is that although he knows about guns
, he is not 

familiar with forensic aspects and cannot distinguish
 proof from 

good guesswork. I can't endorse him categorically, b
ut have to know 

what he says abot particular issues. There is no nee
d for Joy 

to wonder about the conduct of Frazier's tests that d
isclosed his 

knowledge of the high sighting arrangement. As fax a
s I know, all 

that can be known id in my paper which Joy evidently 
did not read 

carefully. Frazier admits that he fired 100-yard targ
ets before he 

fixmitxtkimmx altered the sight and fired the targets 
that he put in 

evidence. We cannot presume that there was no change
 at all in the 

sighting arrangement between Bovember (15 and 25 yard
 targets) and 

March (100-yard targets). It is Frazier's action whic
h gives its 

knowledge that the trajectory was still very high. Il
fter firing 

the first 100-yd. target he was compelled to lower th
e sight so 

that bullets struck 5" high at 100 yds. That is what
 causes us to 

know that the trajectory was still high. I think thi
s aspect is 

explained even in the abbreviated version that I gave
 you, the 

section on Frazier's knowledge of the high trajectory
 at Quantico. 

Date of firing CE 557: Frazier fired these two on No
v. 23. 

This is written up in the section: And Two Cartridge 
Cases. Evidently 

you had not received it when you wrote yours of 29 A
pril. I think 

I explained it fully and well, 	 ,x±x on lines similar to 

those you suggest in the letter that just came. If m
y account seems 

unsatisfactory, tell me. There is a possiblility tha
t Frazier was 

keeping a double set of test cases, depending on how 
things went 

for Oswald (who was alive at the time). If Frazier d
id make phony 

cases xx in the way I suggested, I doubt whether he w
ould dare bring 

them into court-- I am sure he mut wouldn't. With M
O out of the 

way and no questioning of evidence, there was no dan
ger. IfYthose 

cases and tests are legitimate, I cannot understand t
he elaborate 

cover-up. The cover-up is evident, no matter what ha
ppened to the 

cases. 
Marks on Brass of Base: I do not yet have a definate

 authori-

tative reference that bolt face must mark brass-- I t
hink that is 

true. I am trying to get the book that Frazier cites
 (Hatcher, 

Jury, and Weller), and find a reference in there. The
 absence of 

marks on the brass is the second most important eleme
nt in my sus-

picion that the cases were not fired with bullets, bu
t I do not 

know if it is conclusive or merely suggestive. 

There may be some significance in the placement of ph
otos in 

Frazier's composites. He puts the evidence case on t
he right and 

the test case on the left. I think that the other wa
y around is 

customary, so that examiners can trade off pictures w
ithout having 

to explain ehich is the suspect and which is the tes
t. Cunningham 

and Joseph Nicol both put suspects on the left. I em
phasize that 

I am not sure of this, and will look for a reference
 in Hatcher, J, 

and W when I get it. It is just that as I think back
 on other tests 

that I have seen, the suspect case has been on the le
ft. Maybe I'm 

guessing ()wishful thinking), but it should be checke
d. If you know 

cops who do this sort of comparing, ask them. Tart o
f what makes 

me think I am right is that when he first starts to t
estify on the 

comparison photos, Frazier erroneouslu says his tmx± 
suspect cases 

are on the left (he correct himself later). I suspec
t that here 

in his testimony he was influence by force of habit (
i.e. that 
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he regularly puts his suspects on the left, but in this irregular 
instance put suspects on the right). If true, the explanation 
is that he wished to avoid showing the brass of his suspects. If 
he had put them on the left, some of the brass would have showed. 
(The photos by J. Nicol do in fact shaw some of the brass of CE 543) 
Frazier shaws none.) 

Joseph Nicol: If the cases did not fire bullets, I now think 
Nicol new it. I was wrong previously when I suggested that he 
might not have seen the cases directly. They were handed over to 
him and he handled_ them. That puts him on "the hook". Cunningham 
is still clear. As far as the record is concerned, Cunningham 
saw only photos. 

If you have read what I sent you so far, you know that my 
analysis of cotter-up corresponds with yours. I have written more, 
but probably will hold on to it until I see you. As I recall, 
it does not add MiliMANZIA114 to the substance that we are dealing 
with. 

The key to the whole thing is still to find a rifle that makes 
the gx right kind of dents. When I ooze down, I'll bring the gun 
I borrowed, and may be able to adjust it so that it will do what 
we want it to. 

Archives photo: 	 li reveived a cony of the Lrchives photo from 
John Nicnis Tsee enclosed letter, which I wrote beftre receiving 
photo). The picture is of abominable quality, but uoes inoicate 
sharper corners at the shoulders of (;" 5a'o, 544, and 545 than 
on 141 (bulleted cartridge). This is a goou indication that the 
things were fired. But the oiality is poor anu I cannot give 
a conclusive answer. I still bola by my former oninions. 

If it turns out that the suspect cases vere fired (cr at least 
show evidence of firing), then I am at a loss to e)-nlain the 
phenomena that inoio;te that they aid not lire bullets. Iupposing 
that we fine things that indicate the firing of bullts 12 the 
suspect cases, I don't know what to cc about ruestions like this: 

what oausea the dents? 
Why no bolt lace marks on the brass? 

I tend to eliminate a defect inside the chamber (some sort of 
a lump in the chamber), for I cannot imagine what fault in the 
milling nrouess might hrve caused it, .)nd could riot e)nlain why 
the fault is not luentioe: on ',11 cases (Thomnson's explanation 
is cure gobbldy-gook). There are a dozen 	contradictions 
that I cannot handle. 

36612 let this r;:st until more info on the oaseo is gathered. 

Red lacquer: This struck me as strange, but it made so little 
sense to me that I ignored ik. Maybe it's s tonuard. Ijust won't 
know. There might be an exnaanation if Prez ler anticinsteu blow-
back only of the -irimer-- i.e. that he could nick un manes more 
easily, but that is purely a guess. I just do rot underotano why 
he removed the lacquer-- he aid not have to. 

Jomparison of microsconic marks: Thotos are goou for illus-
tration, but they are no substitute for direct observation. 'lore-
over, photos are not accenable as eviuence in court-- they merely 
illustrate the prooess. Sinuo we are not going into court, we 
need not bother with such restraints, but under:Aanu that nhotos 
alone are not conclusive. Marks have to be observed. 
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I aia not write to Joseph Nicol, as you seem to think. J. Uicol testimony is last in vol.3. Eisenberg gave him some of the fire-arms evidenee in March 3J64; Nicol examined the stuff and corrobor-ated crazier. Nicol is firearms identification expert for the State of Illinois. 

I will not be satisiiea about anything until I learn what caused the shoulaer aents. That will e:.plain everything, one way or the other. I stick to my old notion about them (rx± that they occurred while the cases held bullets and in the Process of chambering-- perhaps with slight variation from precisely the way I first described). If I could conceive of any other way they might possibly be caused, I would leave it more open. But I have seen this phenomenon before I noted it on the CFs. I have seen it in old rifle of M-C vintage-- some proauce dents in just that place. There is nothing more to say about this until I get held of cartridges ana can work things out elsewhere than in my head. 

In time, when thing nrogress to cemnletion or when we finally run up against a stone wall, I will arrange to see Braverman about it. For the time being I would like to keep him out of it. 

Cn the Paris-Match picture: The position of the "rifleman" is luaicrous, but it could be improved if he stepped down into the bathtub. 

I'll phone you when I decide when to come down. 

Still 

Bernabei 
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5 ray' 69 
Dr John Nichols 
;'noses City 

Dear John: 
I have your letter informing that you received -rohives 

photos of UEs 141, 543,544,545, and 557. I look forward to 
seeing the p:ctures. 

believe that I mentioned in a previous letter that I 
noticed that 0'1: 141 (unfired, with bullet) had rather rounded 
corner:-  at neck and shoulder and that the other three seemed 
more sharp-- all this base on Thompson's photos. I am sure 
that I noticed this and pretty sure that I mentioned it. 

Cf couse, it is significant, but I confess that I don't 
know whet to make of it. Your information that Ors 543-545 
( and I presume also 557) do not show machine marks on the 
-illaalfter and neck is strong indication that they were not fired 
in the chamber, but there is no way of establishing that unlace 
we see cases that we know were firee in the chamber. : don't 
went to say anything eefinite until I see the 7hotes and can 
compare then. 	alternative (if xi you can't ret the rifle) 
is to collect samples from as many rifles ns passible and see 
whether we can estallsh a more or less reneral principle that 
Healy and shoulders are engraved by machine marks. Generally 
the chambers of old military rifle are not as finely tooled 
en Vle barrels, and I would aosrect that they are coarse, but 
I an not really sure. 

The sharp corners confuse me. i nay be able to say more 
when I see the photos. 

I still think the dents occurred before firing, in the 
course of normal loading of cartridge from clip to chamber. 
I say this because I cannot conceive of any moans whereby they 
can have been detted after firing, xm even if someone wished 
deliberetely to dent them. If you can produce such dents 
will change my view, but keep in mind that tier a similor mark 
nppearo on 	141 which we know beyond doubt was marked as a 
fullt balloted cartridge. There are two factors that might 
blfinEx determine whether &waft shoulder dents occur in the 
course of normal loading: 

1) the tightness of the extractor (or whether the movement 
of the extractor is obstructed in any way); 

itbalraccitidocratirAkirtworkiirmuinckzanannad 
n) The location of the entrance of the chamber with respeOt 

to other points in the V-C action. here the difference 
of a millimeter might be a determinant. 

Le can't know specifically what factors produce dents until 
we can produce them ourselves. 

consider the question of the dent on the case r.outh settled. 
1)0 'roll, This is in accordance with the revised version that 
lakaiX has the case mouth striking the chamber wall near the 
chamber entrance. In my tests I got dents on the case mouth 
at about "4 o'clock" as you look into the case mouth; this would 
be about "7 o' cloak" as you look into the chamber entrance. I 
narl:ed the top if the cases before I thrust the bolt. Do you 
ret the same results? 

C.C. Witsa-672e- 


